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ABSTRACT: The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) began collecting data in the 1980s to help

understand the distribution of clouds. Since then, it has provided important information on clouds in time and space and

their radiative characteristics. However, it was apparent from some long-term time series of the data that there are some

latent artifacts related to the changing satellite coverage over the more than 30 years of the record. Changes in satellite

coverage effectively create secular changes in the time series of view zenith angle (VZA) for a given location. There is an

inconsistency in the current ISCCP cloud detection algorithm related to VZA: two satellites viewing the same location from

different VZAs can produce vastly different estimates of cloud amount. Research is presented that shows that a simple

change to the cloud detection algorithm can vastly increase the consistency. This is accomplished by making the cloud–no

cloud threshold VZA dependent. The resulting cloud amounts are more consistent between different satellites and the

distributions are shown to bemore spatially homogenous. Likewise, themore consistent spatial data lead tomore consistent

temporal statistics.
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1. Introduction

The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project

(ISCCP) is a widely cited and well used source of historical,

global cloud information (Mayernik et al. 2015). The product

has been used for many different applications, including in-

vestigations of cloud properties by cloud type (Fu et al. 1990;

Hahn et al. 2001; Liao et al. 1995; Shouguo et al. 2004) and

region (Calbó and Sanchez-Lorenzo 2009; Curry et al. 1996;

Kiehl 1994; Li et al. 2006, 2004), global atmosphere and land

surface model validation (Reichle et al. 2010), understanding

the role of clouds onEarth’s surface radiation budget (Lohmann

et al. 2006; Rossow et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2004), and tropical

mesoscale cloud dynamics (Tselioudis et al. 2013). While these

studies largely focus on essential climate variables (Bojinski

et al. 2014), the product has also been compared with many

other cloud property datasets to better understand differences

in derived cloud properties due to variations in cloud property

algorithms and evolving instrument capabilities that span

many multispectral passive and active satellite instruments

(Stubenrauch et al. 2013). ISCCP has also contributed to the

science of satellite intercalibration whereby data frommultiple

instruments are rigorously combined to enable the delivery

of global, multidecadal environmental satellite data records

(Brest et al. 1997; Chander et al. 2013; Goldberg et al. 2011;

Knapp 2008a; Stone et al. 2013).

In 2014, the ISCCP production was transitioned to the

National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) as

part of NOAA’s former Climate Data Records Program

(Bates et al. 2016). The baseline requirements for NCEI’s

stewardship were to (i) reproduce the ISCCP D-series product

with higher-resolution B1U data (Knapp 2008b) and (ii) ex-

tend the period of record by maintaining regular product up-

dates. The latest version of ISCCP data, now known as the

ISCCP H-series CDR product, were released publicly (Young

et al. 2018). The first installment of data released by NCEI

covered the period from July 1983 to December 2009.

Ongoing updates followed and now ISCCP H-series data

extend through June 2017 (Rossow et al. 2016).

Continued ISCCP H-series updates and improvements are

planned in the form of a future reprocessing of ISCCP. These

improvements include possible correction of issues that inhibit

its use for evaluating long-term trends due to satellite viewing

geometry data artifacts. Some artifacts have been previously

identified in the legacy ISCCPD data, such as a dependency on

the systematic changes in satellite zenith angle (Evan et al.

2007; Norris and Evan 2015). This effect is demonstrated in

Fig. 1, using the ISCCP H data. The local correlation of the

monthly mean cloud amount versus time for each grid cell

over the ISCCP H period of record (July 1983–June 2017) is

shown in Fig. 1a, hereafter called the local temporal corre-

lation. From this calculation, one would expect to see where

cloud patterns are changing. However, the correlation

values are dominated by patterns of decreasing clouds that

align with satellite coverage that was present in the 1980s.
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This confirms that the artifacts pointed out by Evan et al.

(2007) are also present in the ISCCP H data. This was an-

ticipated, however, since the goal of the initial production of

the ISCCP data at NCEI was to reproduce the original

ISCCP D data as closely as possible. The effect is noticeable

in the boundaries of the geostationary satellite coverage

present over the Indian Ocean. In Fig. 1b, we provide the

mean cloud amount for February 1985. This is a year with

minimal satellite coverage: only three geostationary and one

polar orbiting satellite. There are similarities between

Figs. 1a and 1b. Similar boundaries can be seen in the Indian

Ocean and near the Falkland Islands where the cloud

amount changes near the extents of geostationary satellite

coverage. These similarities are important because Fig. 1a

derives from the entire ISCCP period of record while Fig. 1b

is a mean value for just one month. This suggests that there

is a VZA dependence in the cloud amount and that these

dependencies affect both spatial analyses (Fig. 1b) and

temporal time series (Fig. 1a).

To resolve this issue, Norris and Evan (2015) proposed an

empirical correction of the ISCCP data by performing a

least squares best fit between cloud anomalies and artifact

factor anomalies, leaving the residuals from the best-fit line

as the newly corrected data. Unfortunately, the problem

with such empirical corrections is twofold. First, the em-

pirical correction adjusts cloud amount but cannot correct

derived cloud parameters (e.g., cloud-top temperature).

Thus, biased data cannot be easily fixed. Second, Norris and

Evan (2015) note that their correction makes long-term

studies impossible. Thus, it is desirable to adjust the ISCCP

cloud algorithm at the initial cloud detection step such that

VZA dependence is decreased and allows downstream

products such as cloud-top temperature to be consistent

with the derived cloud amount.

This paper investigates an adjustment to the ISCCP

cloud algorithm and its effect on reducing these satellite

view zenith angle dependencies. It does not produce a

completely new record yet but paves the way for a future

reprocessing that will include this adjustment along with

some other changes. The goal, herein, is to adjust the cloud

detection threshold such that cloud amount values from

separate satellites (with different view zenith angles) are

more consistent than the current ISCCP product. The next

section summarizes the current ISCCP algorithm and our

new adjustment, followed by a section which analyzes the

results of the adjustment.

2. ISCCP cloud detection

a. Current algorithm

The data collection for ISCCP began in 1983. At that time,

and for the next two decades, the only globally contiguous

set of channels from satellite imagers were those that

sensed the visible (VIS; approximately 0.65 mm) window

and infrared (IR) window (approximately 11 mm) wave-

lengths. The ISCCP program developed a cloud detection

algorithm using these two channels (Rossow and Garder

1993). There are two basic steps: first, it determines cloud-

cleared (or clear-sky) radiances; second, it determines

cloudy pixels based on some deviation from the clear-sky

radiance. This is performed for both channels because

clouds, for the most part, increase visible reflectance and

decrease IR radiance, compared to clear-sky values. The

original ISCCP algorithm is detailed by Rossow and Garder

(1993) and is only summarized here, following Rossow and

Schiffer (1999).

To determine the clear-sky radiance, pixel-level radi-

ance data for a given location are collected over the course

of a month at the same time of day. Initial cloud tests are

applied to these observations in order to remove the ef-

fects of most clouds, producing a set of mostly cloud free

pixels. This approach allows the initial cloud tests to not

necessarily identify all clouds and in some cases to remove

FIG. 1. (a) Linear correlation of cloud amount vs time at each ISCCP grid cell. (b) Mean cloud amount (%) for

February 1985.

TABLE 1. Cloud thresholds for IR (TIR) and VIS (TVS) channels

based on the ISCCP surface types.

Surface type TIR (K) TVS (K)

Open water 2.5 0.03

Near coastal water, sea ice margin, sea ice 3.5 0.03

Open land 4.0 0.06

Near coastal land, high topography, snow

margin, snow and ice-covered land

6.0 0.09
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too many pixels. The statistical distribution of these clear

pixels are then used to estimate a clear-sky radiance.

Clouds are assumed, in ISCCP, to decrease the IR radiance

(i.e., clouds are colder) and to increase the VIS radiance (i.e.,

brighter). ISCCP defines a threshold as the change in radi-

ance (from clear sky) that must be exceeded to suggest a

cloud is present. It is used to compare any given observation

(viz., a pixel) to the derived clear-sky radiance. Pixels that are

colder (in the IR) or brighter (in the VIS) are more likely

affected by clouds. Thresholds are defined based on surface

type and are provided in Table 1; more details are provided by

Rossow and Garder (1993). Pixels that are more than twice

the threshold from the clear-sky radiance are labeled as

cloudy. Pixels that are only one to two threshold steps away

are labeled marginally cloud, representing the uncertainty

level of the cloud mask (since it represents borderline cloud

pixels). Last, pixels that are not more than one threshold

colder or brighter than the clear-sky radiance are labeled as

clear. This is summarized in Table 2. The thresholds represent

the certainty of the clear-sky radiance for given scenes. For

instance, open ocean areas (i.e., those away from coastlines

and sea ice boundaries) have clear-sky radiances that can

often be determined more accurately, so have the lowest

threshold. Conversely, the clear-sky radiances over rough

terrain and regions of snow and ice have more heterogene-

ities such that clear-sky radiances are less certain, thus they

have larger thresholds. In summary, ISCCP at its most basic

level performs two steps: Calculate the clear-sky radiances

and identify cloudy pixels as those that have large departures

from the clear sky.

When discussing ISCCP, it is important to understand that

geostationary satellites (GEOs) are processed individually,

as are the data from low-Earth-orbiting (LEO) satellites. The

five GEO positions used in ISCCP are the Geostationary

Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) West (GOW)

positioned at 1358W, GOES East (GOE) at 758W, European

Meteorological Satellite (Meteosat) (MET) at 08, Indian Satellite

(INS) position at 638E, and the Japanese Geostationary

Meteorological Satellite (GMS) located at 1408E. These

three-letter identifiers represent the official ISCCP names

for satellite positions. They do not refer to specific satellites,

but to the traditional location of the geostationary satellites

available to ISCCP. The GEO and LEO data are then

merged together for a global dataset, where pixel-level data

are gridded to 18 equal-area grid cells for which statistics are

reported. Herein, we use the cloud amount (CA) variable

from ISCCP H (Young et al. 2018). It is calculated as the

percentage of pixels in a 18 grid cell that are flagged as

cloudy. While missing data in ISCCP are filled using inter-

polation, the analysis herein ignores filled grid cells and only

uses values from observations. Analysis of results in this

paper use the statistical tools of linear regression, expressed

through Pearson correlation, slope, and offset, as well as

root-mean-square (rms) error differences and bias (defined

as the mean difference between two variables).

The problem is that the current ISCCP cloud detection

algorithm is not intraconsistent. That is, differences occur

when viewing the same region from two separate satellites.

Specifically, there is variation in cloud amount when com-

paring different satellites at different view zenith angles

(VZA). This is demonstrated by comparing values of cloud

amount from near-nadir GMS observations with off-nadir

observations from GOW. Figure 2 provides the comparison

for October 2000, where each point represents a 18 grid cell

that was observed simultaneously from both satellites. The

mean VZA for GMS is 288 while the mean GOWVZA is far

off nadir at 708. Although the observations are nearly co-

incident, there is vast disagreement in the cloud amount

between the two satellites. The bias error is 20%, and the

slope is 0.59 with an offset of 46%. For times when GMS

sees a mostly clear cell (CA , 20%), the GOW satellite

labeled the cell as mostly cloudy (CA . 80%) 5% of the

time. The converse rarely happened; that is, the off nadir

detecting few clouds while the near nadir detected mostly

cloudy. In fact, the cloud algorithm rarely estimates the

near-nadir cloud amount as less cloudy than the off nadir.

The off-nadir grid cell is 23 times more likely to be too

cloudy than too clear. In short, the difference between off-

nadir and near-nadir cloud amount is large.

TABLE 2. ISCCP cloud mask definitions as deviations from clear-

sky radiance (Rcs). Thresholds are defined in Table 1.

Condition IR channel VIS channel

Clear (Rcs 2 TIR) . R R , (Rcs 1 TVS)

Marginally

cloudy

(Rcs 2 2TIR) , R

, (Rcs 2 TIR)

(Rcs 1 TVS) , R

, Rcs 1 2TVS)

Cloudy R , (Rcs 2 2TIR) (Rcs 1 2TVS) . R

FIG. 2. Cloud amount (%) from original ISCCP threshold be-

tween near-nadir GMS grid cells (VZA , 308) and coincident

GOW grid cells (off nadir) for October 2000. Magenta line is the

linear regression fit.
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This same comparison (Fig. 2) is expanded to compare

every GEO satellite with its neighboring satellite for

October 2000. Table 3 provides the RMS and bias differ-

ences for all combinations of near-nadir observations and

neighboring satellites. That is, the satellites in the first

column provide near-nadir cloud amount for comparisons

with off-nadir observations from adjacent satellites to the

east and west. The locations of these matchups for the

month are shown in Fig. 3a. Below each satellite position

over the equator, each GEO has near-nadir observations

that are matched with off-nadir observations from the ad-

jacent satellites. The values in Table 3 will not be discussed

specifically, but will be used as a reference point for the

VZA-adjusted algorithm. Suffice it to say: The GOW–GMS

bias (as discussed with respect to Fig. 2) is not unique to

that pair.

b. VZA-adjusted algorithm

The goal of the adjustment was twofold: minimize the

changes to the algorithm to decrease chances for any side

effects and increase the cloud amount intraconsistency.

Also, given that much work went into deriving the ISCCP

algorithm and the thresholds, we endeavor not to change

the overall performance of the cloud algorithm. However,

a change that is related to view zenith angle appears nec-

essary in order to decrease the differences noted in Fig. 2

and Table 3.

There are three effects that can lead to the vast differ-

ences in cloud amount illustrated in Fig. 2: parallax, limb

darkening and longer pathlengths. The parallax effect is

caused by clouds being three-dimensional. That is, when

viewing a region from an angle, some of the clear regions are

hidden from view by nearby clouds. The cloud amount only

appears to change because less of the clear-sky regions are

visible. Limb darkening occurs at large VZA because of the

gaseous emission that is above (usually colder than) the

emitting surface, thus lowering the sensed radiance [e.g., see

Joyce et al. (2001), who develop a correction of this effect].

These colder observations might appear as cloud. These

effects can lead to an exaggeration of the cloud amount

while the last effect could be a detection of actual clouds:

longer pathlengths. The larger view zenith angle leads to

increased pathlengths through the atmosphere and any po-

tential cloud. That is, the longer pathlengths from large

VZA make clouds more detectable (more reflectance in the

VIS and emission in the IR). This allows thinner clouds to be

detected when viewed from oblique angles. Whatever the

true cause may be, the result is clear from Fig. 2 and Table 3:

significant overestimation of clouds from off nadir when

compared to near nadir.

The result of such heterogeneities is an inability to per-

form spatial comparisons (over regions where the VZA

would vary) as well as an inability to perform temporal

comparisons (during times when the VZA has a secular

change). So we strive to make the off-nadir cloud amount

consistent with nadir observations in spite of the chance that

some of the off-nadir cloud amount increase is real. Thus, we

sacrifice sensing thin clouds at the limb in order to improve

spatial and temporal consistency.

TABLE 3. Cloud amount bias and rms differences (%) between

near-nadir satellites (in the first column) and the off-nadir views

from neighboring satellites using the original ISCCP thresholds

for October 2000.

Near-nadir

satellite

rms (%) Bias (%)

Satellite

to west

Satellite

to east

Satellite

to west

Satellite

to east

GOW 32 18 219 29

GOE 20 30 22 217

MET 48 21 211 25

INS 25 20 212 210

GMS 27 30 215 218

FIG. 3. (a) Gridcell matchup locations for the near-nadir GEO to off-nadir GEO (cf. Table 3) for ISCCP

satellite positions: GOW (magenta), GOE (cyan), MET (yellow), INS (green), and GMS (orange).

(b) Matchup gridcell locations for near-nadir LEO to off-nadir GEO with the same GEO color coding

(cf. Table 5).
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Given the need to decrease the clouds at the limb, the thresh-

olds (TIR andTVS) need to be increased as a function ofVZA.For

the tests herein, the increase was chosen to be defined as

T
IR,new

5 T
IR
/cos(VZA), (1)

where TIR,new is the new threshold and is shown in Fig. 4 for

one specific surface type. Similarly, a correction for the visible

channel is applied using

T
VS,new

5 T
VS
/cos(VZA): (2)

While a more complex correction could be derived later, this

simple change fits the requirements stated above: It will have a

very minor impact for nadir observations and decrease clouds

at the limb and has minimal changes to the code (effectively,

only two lines were changed out of thousands). The nonlinearity

of the correction provides a large region where the impact is

small; for instance, at VZA 5 308, the threshold increases by

only 15%and thendoubles atVZA5 608. The result should be a
decrease in the cloud amount but the decrease should be limited

to regions with larger VZA.

The cloud amount resulting from this VZA-adjusted thresh-

old for GMS near nadir versus GOW off nadir for October

2000 is shown in Fig. 5, to be compared with Fig. 2 which uses

the original cloud algorithm. The new cloud amount values

agree much better than the previous matchups. The bias has

decreased to 0.1%. The linear regression slope and offset are

now 0.97% and 3%, respectively. The rms is 13%, which is

down from 20%. The occurrence of CA overestimation (off-

nadir CA. 80% when near-nadir CA, 20%) decreases from

5% to 0.06%. The ratio of off-nadir overestimating cloud

amount drops from 23 to 1.1. In summary, the comparisons are

much more consistent than the original ISCCP threshold.

Likewise, Table 4 provides the rms and bias differences be-

tween the various GEO satellites using the VZA-adjusted

thresholds (for comparisonwithTable 3). Formost satellite pairs

(7 of 10), the rms is smaller and the bias is closer to zero than the

original ISCCP threshold. However, this result is for one month

of data for a few satellites. The following section describes the

impact of the new threshold for a variety of conditions.

3. Results from the new detection threshold

The satellite artifacts decrease when using the VZA-adjusted

thresholds. Figure 6a provides the newmap ofmonthly averaged

cloud amount for February 1985 for comparison with Fig. 1b

(which is the original ISCCP H data). For cloud amount, it is

now difficult to see theGEOboundaries with the new threshold.

The distinct satellite boundary lines in the Indian Ocean and

near the Falkland Islands are decreased. The change in the cloud

amount caused by the new threshold is provided in Fig. 6b. The

decreased cloudiness is as large as 30% in some areas. The

largest decreases align with regions of large local temporal

correlation (cf. Fig. 1a). Thus, it is possible that the changes may

reduce the artifacts in the spatial long-term correlations.

The meridionally averaged cloud amount (from 108S to

108N) is provided in Fig. 7a for February 1985. The satellite

boundaries are highlighted by vertical dashed lines. Whereas

the original ISCCP thresholds produced large differences at

these boundaries the new cloud amount (orange line) has very

little change in cloud amount across the boundaries. Figure 7b

shows the same plot but averages the entire year of 1985.

Again, little to no dependence on satellites is apparent as

compared to the significant decrease in clouds in the GEO gap

over the IndianOcean.While this INS gap is filled in later years

with relocated satellites, its presence early on sets up a secular

change in VZA for the region.

The comparisons of near-nadir GEO cloud amount with off

nadir is limited because the region of Earth where comparisons

are possible is limited to tropical regions directly below the

FIG. 4. Cloud detection threshold for the original ISCCP (dashed

line) and the new VZA-adjusted threshold (solid) as a function

of VZA, which is twice the threshold for open water is shown

(cf. Tables 1 and 2).

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 2, but using the VZA-adjusted cloud threshold.
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satellites (see Fig. 3a). Thus we also perform some comparisons

between near-nadir LEO cloud amount and off-nadir GEO

cloud amount, which has a wider variety of surface conditions

(Fig. 3b). The following discussion inspects the data by com-

paring GEO data with LEO data, plotting global temporal

trends, and showing the impact of the VZA-adjusted threshold

on ISCCP-derived cloud types.

a. Using low-Earth orbiters to investigate intraconsistency

Comparisons between GEO and LEO provide a wider va-

riety of conditions to investigate the impact of the new

threshold. Near-nadir (VZA , 258) observations of cloud

amount from LEO were compared with off-nadir observa-

tions from GEO (VZA . 458). The linear regression slope

and offset as well as the mean bias are shown in Table 5 for

1985. For all matched grid cells (N . 709 000), the slope

increases to 0.88, the offset decreases to 8% and the bias

decreases from 11% to 0%. The following breaks down the

comparisons for different conditions in order to identify

what inconsistencies remain.

For land versus water cells, the original ISCCP threshold

showed slightly better agreement over land than water. The

VZA-adjusted matchups have higher correlation. While the

bias for water decreases to near zero, the land value overshoots

zero, going from 6% to 26%. A smaller adjustment over land

might be warranted to have bias closer to zero.

Zonally, the comparison mirrors the land versus water

comparisons. The tropics, which have 89% of the cells over

water had some remaining bias (and a positive offset) while the

midlatitudes (which are 47% land) had resulting slope, offset

and bias values similar to the land results.

Seasonally, the impact of the threshold adjustment shows no

obvious dependency on season (at least when comparing

Northern Hemisphere summer to winter).

Ice and snow regions occur mostly related to the Northern

Hemisphere winter (snow over North America, sea ice on

Hudson Bay, etc.) and the Himalayas (from the regions of

coverage in Fig. 3b). The performance of the VZA adjustment

shows significant overcorrection. The bias becomes219%, the

slope is worse and the offset is now negative. This is by far the

worst subset. The snow/ice regions have the largest thresholds

(Table 3). It appears that smaller adjustments should be made

for snow and ice.

For the night data, the VZA adjustment showed marked

improvement with bias decreasing from 9% to23% and the

offset decreasing as well. However, the daytime data did not

show such large improvements. The offset did show a large

decrease from 31% to 15%, but that is still a pretty high

value compared to other offsets in the table. More work is

needed to see if the daytime cloud amount can be made

more consistent.

Last, the statistics are provided by satellite for the three

GEO positions available in 1985: GOW, MET, and GMS.

Overall, the performance is relatively uniform with improve-

ments for all statistics (slopes are closer to 1, offsets are closer

to zero and biases are nearly eliminated). More analysis is

needed, though, for instruments with narrower bandwidths

(which have less contamination from gaseous absorption).

b. Temporal cloud trends

One of the more prominent artifacts in the ISCCP data is the

long-term trend in cloud amount for each grid cell (Fig. 1a).

The ISCCP period of record (1983–2017) shows large CA de-

creases in regions where high view zenith angles were present

in the 1980s. In lieu of a complete reprocessing of the ISCCP

data, we instead inspect the impact of the VZA adjustment

by processing pentad subsets (viz., every fifth year) of the

period of record: 1985, 1990, 1995, . . . , 2015. Figure 8a shows

the ISCCP period of record mean cloud amount. The local

temporal correlation of cloud amount versus time are

FIG. 6. (a) Mean cloud amount for February 1985 using the VZA-adjusted threshold (cf. Fig. 1b)

and (b) the cloud amount difference for February 1985 between the original threshold and the VZA-

adjusted threshold.

TABLE 4. As in Table 3, but using the new VZA-adjusted

threshold. Boldface values are those that have lower rms or

whose bias is closer to zero.

Nadir satellite

rms (%) Bias (%)

West East West East

GOW 20 14 5 4
GOE 32 23 13 0

MET 52 29 215 10

INS 18 18 6 6

GMS 15 13 22 0
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provided again in Fig. 8d. The mean cloud amount and

correlation for the pentad subset years are provided in

Figs. 8b and 8e, respectively. The patterns of both the cloud

amount and local temporal correlation are similar to the full

period of record. In fact, the correlation between the mean

cloud amounts (Fig. 8a vs Fig. 8b) is 0.998. Likewise, the

correlation between the local temporal correlations over the

full period of record maps (Fig. 8d) and that for the pentad

subset (Fig. 8e) is 0.84 (explaining 71% of the variance). It

appears that the pentad subset is sufficiently representative

of the full ISCCP period of record to investigate the impact

of the VZA threshold adjustment.

The VZA-adjusted mean cloud amount and its local

temporal correlation is shown in Figs. 8c and 8f, respec-

tively. Overall, the satellite boundaries are reduced in the

mean cloud amount (Fig. 8c). Likewise, the large regions

of negative correlation near satellite boundaries are re-

duced. For example, there is a cloud amount minima in the

southern Indian Ocean in all the maps. In the first two

(Figs. 8a,b), it is isolated between the GEO coverages; it is

not apparent if it is a real minima or an artifact of being in

the gap between the GEOs. The VZA-adjusted threshold

decreases the clouds on the MET limb east of Africa. From

the reprocessed data, the minima is now part of a clearer

TABLE 5. Linear regression coefficients and bias for cloud amount (%) comparisons between near-nadir LEO (VZA , 258) obser-
vations and GEO off nadir (VZA . 458) for original and VZA-adjusted threshold for all matchups in 1985 separated by various

conditions.

Original ISCCP VZA-adjusted threshold

Slope Offset (%) Bias (%) Slope Offset (%) Bias (%)

All 0.79 23 11 0.88 8 0

Landa 0.89 12 6 0.91 21 26

Waterb 0.73 1 12 0.86 11 2

Tropics: jLatj , 208 0.80 26 16 0.93 9 6

Midlatitudes: 308 , jLatj , 508 0.78 24 9 0.89 8 1

DJFc 0.78 24 10 0.86 8 21

JJAd 0.79 24 11 0.88 7 0

Ice/snow 0.79 19 5 0.75 23 219

Day 0.72 31 13 0.86 15 6

Night 0.82 20 9 0.88 4 23

GOW 0.74 28 10 0.86 8 21

MET 0.78 25 11 0.88 7 0

GMS 0.80 23 10 0.89 9 2

a Land cells are those with .90% land.
bWater cells are those cells with .98% water.
c December–February of 1985.
d June–August of 1985.

FIG. 7. (a) Meridional mean cloud amount (CA) for from February 1985 for 108S–108N
using the original ISCCP cloud threshold (black line) and the new VZA-adjusted threshold

(orange). The dashed lines represent satellite boundaries showing the gap over the Indian

Ocean (at 638 and 738E) and the GMS-GOW (1658W) and GOW-MET (548W) boundaries.

(b) As in (a), but for the entirety of 1985.
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region extending from Africa, over Madagascar and east-

ward. The cloud patterns appear more realistic using the

new threshold. The VZA-adjusted threshold significantly

decreases the satellite coverage artifacts that are present in

the original data.

The local temporal correlation map (Fig. 8f) also has

fewer artifacts. The maps using the original threshold

(Figs. 8d,e) both show large negative correlations at the

satellite limbs in the eastern Pacific, north of South

America and the Indian Ocean. These are decreased when

using the VZA-adjusted threshold. However, there ap-

pear to be some new artifacts with positive correlation

in the southern Indian Ocean but they are smaller than

those in the original data. Central Asia has an area of

negative correlation that was not present in the original,

appearing in the gap between the GEOs. This could be a

combination of the trends noted above: possible over-

correction over snow and ice surfaces as well as a slight

overcorrection for land areas. Nonetheless, the regions

affected by satellite VZA artifacts are smaller with this

VZA adjustment.

The overall global mean cloud trend appears to be sig-

nificantly affected by the VZA-adjusted threshold. Figure 9

shows the global monthly mean time series for both thresh-

olds as well as the difference (which are only available for

months during each pentad). The difference is largest (ap-

proximately 12%) during 1985 when there were only three

GEO satellites and 1 LEO. The difference decreases through

time largely because the global coverage of the satellites

improves (e.g., the Indian OceanGEO gap was filled in 1999).

The mean difference over the last few pentads is about 5%.

The impact on the overall ISCCP cloud record is that the

early years will likely see large decreases, the magnitude of

which will depend on the number of satellites in coverage.

As a result, it does seem likely that the mean global cloud

amount trend will change.

FIG. 8. (a) Mean ISCCP cloud amount for the full period of record; (b) as in (a), but only using the subset

pentad (every fifth year) using the ISCCP cloud amount; (c) as in (b), but using the VZA-adjusted

threshold; (d) local temporal correlation of cloud amount for ISCCP from the full period of record (as in

Fig. 1a); (e) as in (d), but using the subset pentad; and (f) as in (e), but using the proposed VZA-threshold.
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c. Impacts on cloud type

The ISCCP H cloud products include a 2D histogram which

provides the cloud distribution of a grid cell as a function of

cloud-top pressure (Pc) and optical depth (t). Clouds are bin-

ned into low (Pc , 680 hPa), middle (440, Pc , 680 hPa) and

high (10 , Pc , 440 hPa) and are either thin (0 , t , 3.55),

medium (3.55, t , 22.63) or thick (t . 22.63). Given that the

VZA-adjusted threshold appears to decrease clouds at the sat-

ellite limbs, the following provides a summary of how the fre-

quency histograms change.

For this analysis, we used the GEO to GEOmatchups for

all satellites operating in October 2000 (this uses the same

matchup points in Fig. 3a). The distribution of the clouds

from the near-nadir satellite is provided in Table 6 where

the matchups have a mean cloud amount of 60% with low–

medium, high–thin, and low–thin clouds being the most

prevalent (in that order). The distributions of these same

cells from the off-nadir satellites is provided in Table 7,

where the mean cloud amount increases to 70%. The same

three types are still the most prevalent, but the order has

changed with the thin clouds appearing more prevalent.

Overall, the thin cloud amount increases by 12.4%, which

accounts for all of the increase in the overall cloud amount

(the medium and thick clouds had changes of 21.4% and

0.4%, respectively). With the VZA adjustment applied

(Table 8), the distribution is much closer to the original

(cf. Table 6). Each distribution is within 2% of the original

except for low–medium clouds. These low–medium clouds

amount dropped by 3.2% for off nadir and instead of re-

covering, decreased more with the VZA adjustment. This

decrease can be explained by the overcorrection of the

threshold adjustment over land (an overcorrection implies

that the new threshold is mislabeling warm clouds as clear

thereby decreasing low clouds). The overall cloud amount

is 55.8% (4.2% less than the original), which happens to

be the same amount of decrease to low–medium clouds. It

appears that VZA adjustment cloud distribution is very

similar to the near-nadir observation except for one cloud

type. However, this result is for just 1 month.

The impact of the new threshold is also seen in the mean

cloud distribution for all of 1985. Table 9 provides the global

Pc–t distribution for all of 1985. The same distribution is

shown in Table 10 for the new threshold. Over an entire year,

the impact is limited to the thin clouds. The low–thin and

high–thin clouds decrease by 2.6% and 2.4%, respectively.

The medium and thick clouds have changes smaller than

0.2%. It appears that the impact of this correction for 1985 is

to reduce thin clouds with little to no impact on thicker

clouds. This would, of course, vary for other years depending

on the number of satellites available.

4. Summary

The ISCCP cloud algorithm has provided cloud property

information for decades. This paper investigated the ISCCP H

data that were produced at a new location, by a new science

TABLE 6. GEO cloud amount (%) by cloud type for October

2000 based on near-nadir observations when and where coincident

off-nadir GEO observations were also available.

Cloud top

Optical thickness

Thin Medium Thick Sum

High 11.8 6.1 3.5 21.4

Middle 4.7 6.3 1.5 12.5

Low 10.3 14.6 1.2 26.1

Sum 26.8 27.0 6.2 60.0

TABLE 7. As in Table 6, but for the off-nadir observations cor-

responding to the same set of cells in Table 6 (differences are

presented in parentheses).

Cloud top

Optical thickness

Thin Medium Thick Sum

High 15.6 (13.8) 6.5 (10.4) 4.5 (11.0) 26.6 (15.2)

Middle 9.2 (14.5) 6.7 (10.4) 1.3 (20.2) 17.2 (14.7)

Low 14.4 (14.1) 11.4 (23.2) 0.8 (20.4) 26.6 (10.5)

Sum 39.2 (112.4) 24.6 (22.4) 6.6 (10.4) 70.4 (110.4)

TABLE 8. As in Table 7, but using the cloud amount from the off-

nadir GEO using the VZA-adjusted thresholds (differences from

Table 6 are provided in parentheses).

Cloud top

Optical thickness

Thin Medium Thick Sum

High 11.6 (20.2) 6.5 (10.4) 4.5 (11.0) 22.6 (11.2)

Middle 6.1 (11.4) 6.5 (10.2) 1.3 (20.2) 13.9 (11.4)

Low 8.1 (22.2) 10.5 (24.1) 0.7 (20.5) 19.3 (26.8)

Sum 25.8 (21.0) 23.5 (23.5) 6.5 (10.3) 55.8 (24.2)

FIG. 9. (a) Time series of globally averaged monthly cloud

amount (CA) from both the original ISCCP thresholds (crosses)

and the new VZA-adjusted threshold (squares) for pentad years.

(b) Time series of cloud amount differences between the origi-

nal and VZA-adjusted cloud amount.
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team, with new input data but using the same ISCCP code.

However, ISCCP H data are not without some artifacts

that affect long-term trends and mean spatial cloud pat-

terns. The goal, herein, was to determine if an adjustment

to the ISCCP cloud detection algorithm could be made that

would reduce previously identified artifacts. The results

include the following:

d Satellite artifacts discovered in ISCCPD (legacy production)

are also present in ISCCP H (NCEI production).
d The patterns in regional long-term cloud amount trends are

similar to a monthly cloud amount map from a time when

only three geostationary satellites were operating.
d Cloud amount inconsistencies and discontinuities in time

and space were verified to be related to differences in the

detection of clouds at different view zenith angles.
d A simple change to the cloud detection threshold vastly

improved the satellite-to-satellite consistency of the

retrieved cloud amount. The VZA-adjusted cloud de-

tection threshold produces more spatially consistent

data as demonstrated by spatial maps and satellite

intercomparisons.
d The improvement to cloud amount consistency was not

ubiquitous. There are circumstances where it likely over-

corrected (i.e., removed too much cloud). This appears to be

the case over snow and ice regions and to a lesser extent

over land.
d The impact of the adjustment was a removal of thin clouds at

high view zenith angles, generally decreasing the high–thin

and low–thin cloud amounts.
d Processing a temporal sampling (pentad sampling of every

fifth year) is sufficient to investigate the impact of the change

on the full ISCCP period of record.
d At a global scale, the overall decrease is 12% less clouds in

the 1980s and decreases to a 5% reduction after 2000 (when

all five geostationary satellites were operating). Regionally,

the adjustment removed most of the artifacts and should

make studies of temporal changes in clouds, or relationships

to long-term climate indices, possible.

In the future, there are plans to incorporate this new ap-

proach into an ISCCP reprocessing. Prior to that, the im-

pact of the adjustment in regions like snow and ice will be

investigated to optimize the adjustment. Also, how it will

be incorporated in the ISCCP suite of products will be

decided later. For example, it is likely that some parame-

ters will be kept in order to reproduce the current product

for consistency.

It is now clear that a reprocessing of ISCCP using a cloud

detection threshold that varies with VZA will improve spatial

consistency in the data as well as provide better long-term

stability for detecting regional trends.
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